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Fishing Planet takes you back to the age-old tradition of angling, where there’s nothing but the great outdoors around.
Offering the best of fishing, you’ll take your equipment with you on the magnificent fishing trips and catch the most
fantastic feasting fish on the river and lakes of the world! Discover all the exciting features of your game: * Catch the
most wild and beautiful fish in the world! * Play like a real fisherman, with amazing fishing equipment! * Fight the fish
for glory and the title of World Fishing Champ! Features: * Play day after day! * Enjoy the most exciting fishing trips
with fishermen from around the world! * Play in the open world of Fishing Planet with no limitations! * Enjoy a versatile
world with the sharp graphics! * Catch every fish without limit! * Experience the thrill of fishing the most beautiful
locations! * Fight the fish for fame and glory! * Feel the adrenaline as you jump into the water and take advantage of
gravity! * Stand out in the crowd with your newly-gained catches! Visit the official website at: Check out the official
Trailer on: Buy on Steam: Buy on App Store: Buy on Google Play: Follow us: Join our community: Are you ready for your
feeder tournament on Fishing Planet? This February, the Bream Feeder Frenzy Tour is what all the hype is about! Join
the epic hunt, be the one to catch the largest heavyweight breams, and the Title of Feeder Champion is yours! But it

Features Key:
A (very rare) Draconic Character with special abilities to create a unique version of the game!
Two different settings; 'Evil-ified' & 'Immortal'.
Includes an alternative, optional and optional boss!
Easy-to-understand XP/Death system
Hundreds of horrible puns.
App Store – version 1.
Google Play – version 1.
Apple store, Mac Catalogue and minis catalogue in Germany – version 2.
** Updates of Hellpoint 1 are coming soon! **

Speaker Biography:

Author and Illustrator:         Chris Stahl. Chris Stahl was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and is a graduate of the Fashion
Institute of Technology and the School of Visual Art. His work has been featured in Game On magazine, Gnome Stew, Analog
RPG, and Mirrors Edge. He now lives in the wilds of Tennessee with his wife, son, cats, and gophers. 
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